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ABSTRACT
The Space Telescope is a major orbiting ob­ 
servatory which will be deployed and ser­ 
viced by the Space Shuttle in 1985. The 
servicing includes unscheduled maintenance, 
periodic on-orbit maintenance, and return to 
earth for ground refurbishment and redeploy­ 
ment.
The Space Shuttle interfaces with the Space 
Telescope may be divided into four catego­ 
ries: structural, electrical, safety, and 
extravehicular activity (EVA). This paper 
will describe the end result of the design 
activities in each of these interface areas 
and discuss the design drivers associated 
with them.
INTRODUCTION
The Space Telescope is an astronomical ob­ 
servatory which will observe the stars for 
15 years from a 300-nautical mile orbit 
around the earth. It will be able to see 
seven times farther than the best ground- 
based telescope and therefore will expand 
the observable universe by 350 times. The 
Space Telescope is 43 feet long and 14 feet 
in diameter (see Fig. 1). It contains a 94- 
inch reflecting telescope and five scienti­ 
fic instruments. The design is essentially 
complete and the fabrication, assembly, and 
test are in progress.
The Space Shuttle will deploy the Space 
Telescope in 1985. If any appendages fail 
to deploy at that time, suited astronauts 
will be able, via extravehicular activity, 
to rectify the problem. In 2 or 3 years, if 
required, the Space Shuttle will rendezvous 
with the Space Telescope for on-orbit main­ 
tenance, i.e., to replace failed or malfunc­ 
tioning components. In about 1990, the 
Space Shuttle will again visit the Space 
Telescope for return to earth, ground refur­ 
bishment, and redeployment into orbit.
The effects of Space Shuttle deployment and 
on-orbit servicing on the Space Telescope 
design may be divided into.four categories: 
structural, avionics, safety, and extrave­ 
hicular activity. This paper will describe 
the end result of the design activities in 
each of these interface areas and discuss 
the design drivers associated with them.
STRUCTURAL INTERFACE
The Space Telescope is supported in the 
Space Shuttle by three longeron trunnions 
and one keel trunnion (see Fig. 1). These 
trunnions and most of the other structures 
in the entire Space Telescope are designed 
by lift-off loads. For example, Table 1 
shows design load factors for some of the 
significant Space Telescope elements. In 
general, the design load factors are compa­ 
rable to those for disposable booster- 
launched vehicles. The same statement can 
be made about maximum random vibration le­ 
vels. Figure 2 shows design levels for var­ 
ious zones in the Space Telescope. These 
maximum vibration levels also occur at lift­ 
off. Other structural interfaces are: the 
primary trunnion scuff plates at Sta 
X0 1010, the "dummy 11 scuff plates at 
XQ715, and the grapple fixture at X 0892 
(see Fig. 1). They are used by the remote 
manipulator system to remove the Space Tele­ 
scope from the Space Shuttle f s cargo bay or 
to restow the vehicle for return to earth. 
The grapple fixture is also used for retrie­ 
val and redeployment for planned or unsched­ 
uled maintenance.
AVIONICS INTERFACE
The avionics interface is minimal. The 
Space Shuttle provides electrical power 
while the Space Telescope is in the cargo 
bay or on the maintenance platform. It also 
provides control from the aft flight deck 
for a few electrical power functions. 
Figure 3 depicts a layout of the standard
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switch panel, showing Space Telescope func­ 
tions which may be controlled from the aft 
flight deck.
SAFETY INTERFACE
Safety is listed as an interface because the 
man-rating of the Space Shuttle imposes some 
safety requirements beyond those encountered 
on satellites launched by disposable boost­ 
ers. The Space Telescope is a relatively 
non-hazardous vehicle because it has no pro­ 
pulsion system, no pyrotechnic devices, and 
no pressurized vessels. The most signifi­ 
cant safety requirements are the control of 
catastrophic hazards and the avoidance of 
threats to the astronaut (e.g., sharp edges 
and corners). The most significant cata­ 
strophic hazards are the premature deploy­ 
ment of an appendage (i.e., solar array, 
aperture door, or high gain antenna) or 
inadvertant rf (S-band) transmission which 
exposes the Space Shuttle to an electric 
field greater than 20 volts/meter. Each of 
these hazards is controlled by three inde­ 
pendent inhibits, and each control system 
is two-failure tolerant. For example, the 
inhibits on premature appendage deployment 
include: (1) control power supply off, (2) 
link power supply off, and (3) motor off. 
In addition, the "current off" switch is a 
fourth inhibit or nonenergized bus so moni­ 
toring of the inhibits is not required.
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY INTERFACE
The extravehicular activity interface 
results from planned replacements of compo­ 
nents and instruments as well as from 
unscheduled contingencies (e.g., all append­ 
ages can be manually extended, retracted, 
or jettisoned by an astronaut). This inter­ 
face required attention to many details 
such as astronaut paths, astronaut work 
positions, accessibility of work areas, 
orbital replaceable unit (ORU) transport, 
ill Insertions and removals, simplification 
ef astronaut procedures, and compliance
suited astronaut limitations. Figure 
4 shows a of handrails on the Space 
Telescope which provide a path to every
a1 extraveh 1 cu1 ar war k position. A 
foot restraint receptacle is located at 
every position. Figure 4 also shows 
the of the Space Telescope's 31 
receptacle's. The portable foot restraint, 
which can be inserted at any of these 31 
locations, rotates 340 cleg in roll, 330 deg 
in .yaw, 1-OS in pitch, and 120 deg in
(on a two-foot arm) . A prototype 
•foot restraint is in the photograph 
(Fig. 5) 0f a neutral buoyancy simulation 
Qf a maintenance task. Astronaut positions 
are for the following unscheduled 
activ i ties:
• Unlatch (or latch) any one of seven 
latches
• Deploy (or stow) a solar array, a high 
gain antenna, or the aperture door
• Jettison a solar array, a high gain 
antenna, or the aperture door
• Release (or re-engage) the electrical 
umbilical.
These locations also provide astronaut 
positions for the planned orbital replace­ 
ment of 24 ORUs, including the five scienti­ 
fic instruments, the fine guidance sensors, 
the batteries, and the gyros.
All of the above planned and unscheduled 
maintenance tasks can be accomplished with a 
single ratchet wrench that has a single 
socket size of 7/16 inch and a variable 
depth capability. For example, Fig. 6 shows 
the astronaut unlatching an access door.
Other elements which were designed to facil­ 
itate on-orbit maintenance include access 
door handles, door stops, guide rails, te­ 
ther loops, and an external astronaut con­ 
trol panel for certain power switching func­ 
tions.
An example of an orbital task (to replace a 
fine guidance sensor) is illustrated in 
Fig. 7. The astronaut traverses to the pro­ 
per foot restraint location, installs the 
foot restraint, places his foot in the foot 
restraint, opens the access door, secures 
the door, removes the fine guidance sensor, 
attaches it to the remote manipulator sys­ 
tem, moves it to a parked position, attaches 
the remote manipulator system to the re­ 
placement unit in the ORU carrier, trans­ 
ports and installs the replacement unit, 
closes and secures the access door, removes 
the foot restraint, and moves the replaced 
unit from the parked position to the ORU 
carrier for stowage and return to earth. 
Figure 8 shows a neutral buoyancy simulation 
of an astronaut removing an instrument from 
the aft shroud.
SUMMARY
The lift-off loads and acoustic excitations 
were major influences on the ST structural 
design. Also significant were deployment 
and docking requirements. The avionics in­ 
terface is minimal. The most important item 
is the electrical power which the Space 
Shuttle provides while the Space Telescope 
is in the cargo bay or on the maintenance 
platform. The safety interface includes the 
requirements of a man-rated system. Consid­ 
erable effort has been expended to assure 
that all hazards are adequately controlled 
by design and operational procedures. The 
hazard analyses address threats to the 
Shuttle system including its crew. The EVA 
interface required attention to many de-
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tails: access, clearance, astronaut posi­ 
tion, astronaut paths, ORU transport, ORU 
handling, ORU insertions and removals, sim­ 
plification of astronaut procedures, and 
compliance with suited astronaut limita­
tions. The greatest design differences from 
disposable booster launched satellites re­ 
sulted from the Space Shuttle servicing fea­ 
ture and the associated extravehicular acti­ 
vity interface.
Figure 1 External Interfaces with Space Shuttle
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Figure 4 Handrail and Foot Restraint Recepttcle Locations
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Figure 5 Door Latch Release (Neutral Buoyancy Simulation)
Figure 6 Jettison of Solar Array (Neutral Buoyancy Simulation)
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Figure 7 Orbital Replacement of an Instrument
Figure 8 Scientific Instrument Chargeout (Neutral Buoyancy Simulation)
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